Junior Solar Sprint

Guidewire Storage
System

T

hese images illustrate a system used to store and deploy the guidewires. The
guidewires are stored on bait casting fishing reels. On race day, the line is
connected to concrete blocks at each end of the track. These blocks provide
a secure connection and due to their weight ensure the lines are held under tension
during racing. A section of Trex lumber is glued and screwed to the bottom of the
block. When racing indoors the use of the Trex ensures that the blocks do not damage
flooring. The line is connected to eye hooks that are screwed into Trex material.
The reels are attached with hose clamps
to sections or broom handles. One reel is
used to store each lane used for racing.
This system makes deploying the lines
and then collecting and storing the line
a simple process. The track is 20 meter
long (~66’). To accommodate space for
students, a couple of meters past the
start and finish lines are needed. This
is where the blocks are placed. The
guidewires (fishing line) used is about 24
meters (~79’).
To facilitate attaching the line to the
blocks a loop is tied to one end of
the line and a split ring is tied to the
other. Braided fishing line is used.
Monofilament fishing line is not recommended as it stretches, especially when
out in the sun on a hot surface.

Fishing line has a loop tied on
one end, and a split ring on the other.
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Loop & split ring are attached to the eye hooks. Hook has been bent open to accept the line.
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After racing the line is stored on the reels.
The loop is flattened and passed through
the line guide. Then this loop is attached
by sliding it into one of the holes in the
reel’s spool. Keep tension on the line
while winding. Once wound up the split
ring prevents the line from getting pulled
into the reel.
Flattened loop is passed through the line
guide. The loop is attached by sliding it into
one of the holes in the reel’s spool.

Attaching line to spool.

Winding line onto spool.

